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Fachi

NIGER
-The largest country of West Africa
-Population:19 899 0002 inhab
-The highest fertility rates in the world 
with 7.6 children per woman
-Area:1 267 000 km2
-Land consists of 80% of the Sahara 
and Sahel: into extremes vulnerable 
climate 
-Major cities are concentrated in the 
south, the north is hyper-arid.
-The poorest country of Africa. 
-Human Development Index (HDI) in 
the world (ranked 187th). 
-90% of the population is engaged in 
agriculture. 
-the low literacy rate of 28.7%

AGADEZ REGION
--The largest Region of country
-Population: 481 982 hab inhab
-Density: 0.72 inhab. / km2
-Area: 667 799 km2
-Land consists of the Sahara and 
Tenere desert
- Population is engaged in 
agriculture near oasis and along 
the wadis. 
-the low literacy rate
-Approximately 150 mm of rain 
per year.

FACHI VILLAGE
-Population: 2000 hab inhab
-Land consists of the Sahara and Tenere 
desert (the largest hot desert in the world)
-Population is engaged in agriculture near 
oasis and along the wadis. 
-The low literacy rate
-Located more than 1000 km of Niamey, 
-Resources are water, dates and salt. 
-Extremely hot summers above 40 °c and 
winters average above 27 ° C
-Annual temperatures is around 38 ° C. 
The annual average sunshine duration is 
greater than 4,000 h / year 
-Average annual rainfall: 12 mm 
-The humidity of the air at Tenere is 
excessively low, between 15% and 20% per 
year

1-Free shapes as natural deserts or 
sahara and tenere: sand dunes

2- The project is also inspired by 
local traditionnal archtecture: The 
Case of Africa

3- The final projet is a  covered 
structure: wood + straw + etc.

1- Protection against extreme climate
The roof is going to the ground to 
protect children and the school against 
dust

Roof
Made by wood, polycarbonate, rope 
and straw

Photovoltaique Solar Panel
to produce energy

Hole (height)
to create a natural temperature difference 
between  hot and cold air  with the height inside 
the enclosure.
NEEM (Tree)
allows creating shade and retaining cool air 
created by plants under. 

Sub ceiling (Straw)
made by straw as natural sun shade

Wall (Rammed Earth)

FLOOR (Compressed Clay)

Plants
Produce fresh air for indoor spaces.

foundations
By using concrete and stone or clay brick 

Living

Classroom

Roof

Living

RoofRoof

Classroom

Roof

How to program comfortable 
area by using natural 
materials and sustainable 
process into hot extreme 
climate (Desert of sahara and 

Hot Air

Classroom

2- Natural Ventilation
we ascended (move up) the roof to 
create natural ventilation inside the 
structure.

Roof

Classroom

C-Sustainable Principe

Cold Air

Straw Roof
Thin straw structure allaw us to enjoy 
lighting and reduce hot impact. it also 
protect building against bad weather.

Transluscent Polycarconate 
sheet (2 mm)
we want to bring light diffuses into the 
school through the roof. we want to 
protect children against dust.

Rope Structure
A resistant rope will serve as a 
structure to support the roof Straw

Wooden Structure
The main structure to support the roof 
Straw

Straw Sub ceiling
made by straw as natural sun shade

Wall (Rammed Earth)
made by straw as natural sun shade

Floor (Compressed Clay)
This will made by compacting clay in 
traditionnal way

foundations
By using concrete and stone or clay brick 
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Playing area

Classroom 30 students

Bedroom
teachers

Utility
room 1

Utility
room 2

Bedroom
teachers

toilet
teacher

Classroom 30 students

PROGRAM 

1-Classroom (30 students) x2
2-Toilets students 
3-Bedroom Tedchers
4-Toilet Teachers
5-Utility room 1 (Accumulator 
for solar panels and energy 
installation)
6-Utility room 2 (water tank)
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
Total

Outdoor Area 

AREA

32.42  sqm
07.84 sqm
13.60 sqm
03.64 sqm
01.62 sqm

03.24 sqm
-- - - - - - - - - - --
94.78 sqm

300 sqmO
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Let’s talk about Niger

Niger is the largest country of West Africa; the land consists of 80% of the Sahara and Sahel. 
Most major cities are concentrated in the south; the north is hyper-arid. This is one of the poorest 
country of Africa. Niger is one of the lowest-ranked in the United Nations' Human Development 
Index (HDI) in the world (ranked 187th). Here, 90% of the population is engaged in agriculture. 

Local Authorities are facing a number of problems, Indeed there are very few educational 
facilities and the consequences are the low literacy rate of 28.7%. If in the capital Niamey access 
to education is difficult for children, in the secondary cities and villages the situation remains 
critique. 

Site: the village of Fachi (North of Niger)

The village of Fachi (Agram) is installed near an oasis in the north, in the Agadez region. Located 
more than 1000 km of Niamey, It has 2,000 inhabitants whose only resources are water, dates and 
salt. Fachi has no equipment or facilities. There is a hot desert climate, an extreme hyper-arid area 
with virtually zero annual rainfall. This is one of the hottest regions, the driest and sunniest in the 
world.

Concept & Idée : Thermal Comfort & Flexibility

The project is inspired by traditional African architecture: the Case of Africa. To give originality 
to our work, we first considered the entire program as a single structure, a building roof. We gave 
at this school a free form, curved (spline), vibratory and threadlike for it integration into desert 
environment and people culture. We finally have to realize this project by using local materials 
such as straw, clay, earth, wood, and polycarbonate.

The project consists of walls with a rise of 3 meters  and a ceiling of woven straw. A first volume 
in the West consists of two classrooms and the second in the east is consists of space for teachers 
and facilities. In the centre of the two indoor volumes we have a recreation and relaxation area 
for students with a shrub and green space: here the wood frame is covered with straw with a hole 
above the shrub.

Because of the hottest climate, we decided to bring the freshness in this environment by 
creating a local micro climate. Either we have installed desert trees (NEEM trees) around buildings 
and plants under these trees. The NEEM allows creating shade and retaining cool air created by 
plants under.  Trees also help to face the wind and very violent sandstorm.

The wooden bearing structure suport the polycarbonate roofing (translucent). Another thin 
skin (roof) of straw above the polycarbonate is used to filter the sunlight. To the east and west of 
the building we put straw walls to filter light and stop dust. The installation of photovoltaic solar 
panels will meet the electricity needs. Water Tanks allow water reserves for sanitation and other 
needs.

The project will create a space for reflection, sharing and exchange. We put in the same space 
architecture, culture, education and Hobbies for community. The project enjoys great flexibility 
with the partition wall between the two classrooms. Indeed, this space can be used as a cultural 
or community space for residents.

Children interact with the area whether it’s; studying, running, walking, leaning or sitting, 
playing...helping to inspire.


